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Selling your home can be scary, uncharted territory; it is easy to 
become lost in this process. Navigating the market can seem 
like a jungle of unexpected dangers and potential pitfalls. The 
weather of the housing market can be difficult to gauge with it’s 
constantly changing forecasts. 

It’s man vs. market, and it can get brutal out there. Trying to sell 
your home can seem like survival of the fittest. But don’t worry! 
Here we have gathered the most tried and true survival skills 
that would impress even Bear Grylls. Like any survivalist knows, 
survival skills are learned through experience.

So grab that travel mug and read up on these seller’s survival 
tips, and before you know it you’ll be ready to hit the trail!

INTRODUCTION
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If you’ve picked up this ebook, chances are you’re seriously interested in selling your 
house! If you’ve made the trek before, you know how hard it can be to navigate the 
process. On a difficulty level, the trail to selling your house is up there, maybe a 9 or 10.  
Like any experienced hiker will tell you, taking on a difficult trail is nothing to take lightly. 
A professional Realtor® who has years of experience navigating these lands will tell 
you: Don’t make this journey alone! There are expert ‘trail guides’, or sherpas, out there 
for your journey. Before stepping out into this new terrain, be a smart seller and hire a 
Realtor® that has the experience to get you through this journey unscathed.

Just like anyone embarking on a serious hiking adventure, train yourself 
appropriately before beginning. Use this ebook to educate yourself on the 
journey you are about to take, but know that this is only a tool to help you 
interact with your Realtor® and understand the various steps of this strenuous 
process.So find yourself a Realtor®, grab your gear, and follow this survival guide 
and you will survive your home selling experience, we promise!

FIND YOUR

REAL 
ESTATE 
SHERPA 

Don’t make this journey alone!

1
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Assessing your environment is Survival 101. To survive in the home selling environment, 
you first have to assess what kind of market terrain you are dealing with. It is a 
flourishing jungle with a surplus of properties for sale, or a sparsely populated tundra? 
Knowing your environment will help you understand how your Realtor® decides to 
price your home. It will also help you find the right tactics to close quickly. If there are 
a great deal of homes for sale in your area, you are going to have to work creatively to 
distinguish your home among the other properties. If there are few properties available, 
chances are, property in your area is in high demand and you can list at a higher price if 
there are good comparables. So, what is the home selling environment in Georgia like? 
Make sure to discuss this with your Realtor® so that you can make an educated plan.

The real estate market in Georgia has been flourishing and Atlanta is the main hub. 
Popular intown Atlanta neighborhoods are growing and more homes are sprouting up 
all over the metropolitan area.  Atlanta is a top 2016 real estate market according to 
Realestate.com.  Interest rates are low, equating to good mortgage rates, which lead to 
move people wanting to buy.

LOW HOME INVENTORY
The Atlanta region doesn’t have enough home inventory to keep up with the demands 
of buyers. So, many are looking to buy, but there are simply not enough homes on the 
market. Because of this, buyers are extremely eager and want to buy quickly. The lack 
of homes on the market around the Atlanta area makes it easier to market your home 
and get the price point you want.

ATLANTA

KNOW THE
TERRAIN OF
YOUR SELLING
ENVIRONMENT

2
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“A great thing about selling now is that there are more buyers out 
there than there are homes on the market. This is causing more 

multiple-offer situations, which is in turn driving up the prices.”



HIGH DEMAND
With the lack of home inventory, bidding wars are more frequent. Sean Davidson, listing 
consultant at Mark Spain Real Estate, told us “A great thing about selling now is that 
there are more buyers out there than there are homes on the market. This is causing 
more multiple-offer situations, which is in turn driving up the prices.” In the month of 
September, Mark Spain Real Estate sold 128 homes. That equates to 4.3 homes per 
day, which is a 38% increase over the same month in 2015. The economy is back in the 
hands of the consumer, finally. And they want to buy houses!

INTEREST RATES ARE LOW
Not only are buyers prepared to buy and homes listed at high prices, but interest rates are 
now historically low. The extra incentive of a good mortgage rate makes buyers even more 
willing to purchase a home. These low interest rates translate to better value mortgages, 
giving buyers the extra push in deciding why now is the time to buy. Low interest rates, quick 
turnover, and high prices are all positive indicators that listing your house is a good move.

INCREASE IN EMPLOYENT – INCREASE IN PRICES
This past year saw an increase in employment nationwide, and Atlanta almost tripled the 
nationwide increase! In turn, the increase in commerce has led to an increase in home prices. 
With neighborhood and family homes selling at top dollar, the increase in price has translated 
to better appraisals. For you, this increase in demand, prices and upturn of economy puts you 
in the perfect position to sell your home. It also gives you more freedom to be selective when it 
comes to the buyer and terms.

Use strategies to make your home even more aesthetically pleasing, 
optimize your selling price point, and shorten your time on the market. With 
homes in such big demand in Atlanta neighborhoods, you can negotiate a 
quick closing date if you need to get your capital out of the home fast. 

Despite all the information and apps at your disposal, it can still be very tricky 
to get a good reading on terrain and knowing specifically how to 
approach selling in a given situation. So ask for help! Use a Realtor® that 
know the ins and outs of thriving in any selling environment.

Quick Tip: Updating your home is a great tactic to get a better edge in the selling 
market. You can upgrade your home’s kitchen and amenities to increase your home 
price. Realtor®s have repeatedly seen that homes with updated kitchens and ameni-
ties win over buyers, making them willing to go to the top of their budget for a move-in 
ready house. 
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THE GEAR YOU
WILL NEED3

It’s time to gear up! You will need to gather information 
on home selling materials to make it through your journey. 
Social media, staging decor, and organizational apps are 
going to be the make-or-break of your selling experience, 
and you’ll need a Realtor® who knows how to properly use 
these tools. While some items may not seem dire to the 
success of selling your house, trust us: when you’re in the 
middle of your journey you’ll be happy you have all these 
assets in your survival pack. Your Realtor® will help you 
prepare and use these tools to sell your home and position 
your most valuable asset in the best light. 

First things first: you need good quality photography. With sites like Pinterest and 
Instagram, most are acclimated to high quality, perfectly-posed pictures. Distorted, 
badly lit, pixelated photos are an immediate social media turn off and simply will 
not cut it. All the social media marketing strategy in the world is of little value if you 
have bad pictures. Make sure your series of photos showcase your home staging 
or empty space expertly.

PHOTOS

Quick Tip: Do your research on popular home design from Instagram 
accounts like Southern Living, Better Homes and Atlanta Magazine; this will 
help you create compositions that tastefully depict your home.
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Your real estate agent will have photographers on staff or partner with experts just 
for this, but make sure you are selective with the photos you use! Your Realtor® will 
help you avoid the hassle of booking yourself, but you still want to make sure that 
your Realtor® has knowledge and experience using photography as a tool. 



 Social media, as a non traditional outlet for selling homes, is a great way to 
showcase your creativity and have fun with your home marketing! Your Realtor® 
should create social media posts for your property, making your social media
marketing a breeze and your property postings sharp. Visual storytelling is a 
powerful marketing tool. Take advantage of visual storytelling and your Realtor®’s 
social media marketing expertise to get your property trending. 

What can your Realtor® do when using social media anyway?

We’re glad you asked. Here’s the skinny on the different platforms your Realtor® 
will use to get your property trending:

SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS

INSTAGRAM
Instagram is a great platform to get creative and portray the great features of 
your home through visual storytelling. You can create a series of posts that 
showcase your home staging, a hashtag, and fun captions that make your 
home more engaging and interesting. Ask your Realtor® to include you in this 
process so you can share it on your personal social accounts. Check out our 
Instagram to see what this could look like for you! 

FACEBOOK
Your Realtor® may utilize Facebook ads to pinpoint the demographic that you 
want to market your house to. Did you know that Facebook allows you to 
target people in specific locations? You can also get granular here and even 
decide the mile radius from your specific location that people will see the ad! 
Facebook ads take into account a user’s interests, which means your Realtor® 
can market your home to people who are specifically interested in looking at 
homes for sale. For example, market to a young adult audience if you think 
your home would be perfect for millennials. 

PINTEREST
Pinterest recently released an all new marketing platform. While not as specific 
as Facebook ads, Pinterest allows for easy and quick social media marketing 
by simply filling out a settings sheet. Your Realtor® will take care of all of the 
details for you! 
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Are you trying to research your area to get a sense of 
what you’re dealing with in your current market or what 
you should price your home? Mark Spain Real Estate has 
an app for that! The Mark Spain Real Estate app brings the 
most accurate and up-to-date real estate information right 
to your phone! With Mark Spain Real Estate, you have ac-
cess to all homes for sale and MLS listings throughout the 
metro Atlanta and Athens area, so you can compare other 
listing prices to your property.

Your Realtor® can also help you design your own virtual home tour on YouTube! Captivate 
people and help them feel invested in your property so they feel as if they have already 
seen it. Weed out the people who are not as serious by only showing to those who have 
already seen the property and want an in-person experience. Your Realtor® can share it on 
their blog, Facebook page, Twitter, email campaigns, and LinkedIn posts. After your video 
has over 100 views, it will start showing up in Google searches. Your Realtor® will include 
a strong call to action with the video for your viewers to know what to do next about their 
interest in your home.

Like all of these ideas? Speak with your Realtor® so they can help you with a wide range of 
other promotion strategies for your home selling journey. Social media in this day and age 
is a key tool in a seller’s survival gear pack. So, be sure you aren’t without yours!

A WEBSITE SHOWCASE
Nowadays, people have websites dedicated to almost everything: weddings, DIY proj-
ects, their children...you name it! Your home needs to be easily found on the web! In our 
hyper digital society, having an appealing and informative web presence to reference 
and circulate is a great way to gain traction in your following. Now, don’t freak out; you 
don’t have to hire a professional designer or developer to achieve this. Your Realtor can 
help you by showcasing your home with a clean layout that displays photography and 
appealing copy of your house that encapsulates the features and charm of your home. 
Make a stunning first impression before people even enter your home with a featured 
listing on www.markspain.com.

APPS FOR HOME LISTING
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Houzz is an interior design app that shows you the most modern, trendy 
home designs. It also lets you see what your house could look like with 
upgrades and helps you visualize the difference that investing into home 
improvements can make. 

Magic Plan is an app that lets you map out the floor plan of your house by 
simply taking a walk around your house! This is a great feature to upload to 
your listings and social media platforms as an asset to share with interested 
parties.

HOUZZ

MAGIC PLAN

Hammerpoint is a great app that will estimate the cost for upgrade projects. 
Professionals use it to estimate how much a fixer upper will cost them and 
they then compare it to the potential profit. 

STAGING DECOR

The most important marketing happens once you get buyers in the door. Online 
marketing is only half of the equation. Your house has to actually captivate people with 
its charm, where your buyers can visualize themselves living there. When your buyers 
walk in the door, that’s when the magic should happen. Check out these ways to accomplish this:

STAGING
Staging is a simple yet highly effective way for your buyers to visually see the potential 
of different living areas. If your personal furniture is no longer staged in your home, 
consider renting furniture so you can impress your guests with your tasteful interior 
design choices. Ask your Realtor® for referrals; they certainly will have a list or a  
preferred company!

SENSORY
Sensory is everything when it comes to impressing your potential buyers. Enhance your 
buyers’ touring experience with aromatherapy, subtle music, and well lit living areas. 
How people feel when they look at your home is just as important as all the listed perks, 
so make them feel the magic of your house. Your Realtor® will help with this on open 
house day, but if you want to be in the know ahead of time, do some research and ask 
your Realtor® what he or she thinks of your ideas!

Aesthetics, aesthetics aesthetics!

HAMMERPOINT
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Are you wanting to upgrade your house before selling? Check out these apps that are great tools to 
get your home showcase ready. 



HUNTING FOR 
THE PERFECT BUYER4

The perfect buyers can feel illusive. When you’re on the lookout for buyers, it’s 
important to have your strategies down, but also keep in mind your Realtor® probably 
has a good sense of people. Here is a list of key tips to implement when you’re on the 
hunt to capture your perfect buyer. 

RESPOND IMMEDIATELY
Make sure you choose a Realtor® who stays on top of responding to your calls, emails 
and texts. This way, you know they are going to be quick when responding to potential 
buyers or agents wanting to view your home. If they wait too long to get back, potential 
buyers can become uninterested in your property and move on. More than likely, buyers 
are looking at several different properties simultaneously, so it’s really important for 
your Realtor® to respond as soon as possible while your house is still fresh in their mind.
An expert Realtor® will be on top of messages at all times, from you or from potential 
buyers. Choose someone who communicates efficiently and is responsive.

BE A SAVVY NEGOTIATOR
Today’s buyers want a bargain. Are your Realtor®’s negotiation skills up to par for 
challenging transactions and people who are looking for a steal? Your Realtor® needs to 
have the knowledge to suggest negotiations expertly and who knows how to interact with 
people when money is involved.

DON’T LOOK LIKE AN AMATEUR
In our digitally crazed society, images and videos are the compelling assets that buyers 
flock to for their house hunting research. However, if your photography and videos look 
like something from a bad 90’s flip phone, you could be causing more harm than good 
for your house. Bad media can be a deterrent for your property, so, make sure your 
Realtor® chooses the right photographer for your property. This is your most expensive 
asset you’re trying to sell! 

Good Realtor®s have a refined prowess for finding perfect buyers. Get the perks of 
having a Realtor® that already has this hunting process down to perfection! Mark Spain 
Real Estate has your back when it comes to hunting down the best fit buyer for your home.
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Like any good survivalist, the elements and endurance of a trip can be exhausting and 
energy-draining. Since the progression of selling a house is over a considerable amount 
of time, it’s important not to loose your stamina and momentum during the long haul.

HOW TO STAY
ENERGIZED FOR 
YOUR SELLING JOURNEY5

It’s important to shoot your buyers straight, but at the same time, you don’t want to 
sabotage your own sale. There are certain questions you and your Realtor® can’t answer 
because of fair housing laws, such as “What kind of people live in this neighborhood?” or 
“Is this home in the best school district?” If you’re selling a home you should stay ahead 
of the curve and be prepared for the tough questions. Your Realtor® will most likely 
answer these for you, but it’s good to brush up on this research anyway. Your Realtor® 
will be answering most of these questions on your behalf, but you should always be 
prepared to talk about personal testimonials on the perks of your house, neighborhood 
and city. Hearing good reviews from the home owners will be great extra selling points! 

DON’T DODGE A QUESTION

You want to reassure your buyers in small ways about their decision up to the closing 
date to affirm and solidify their selection. After all, nothing is final until you have both 
signed the papers. The littlest nudge of encouragement and support to your new buyers 
will go along way. Your Realtor® will be handling the bulk of this for you, but, a buyer 
getting a handwritten letter from the homeowner will be an unforgettable, personal 
touch that will validate their decision. 

DON’T DISAPPEAR AFTER THE ‘YES’
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Communicating with friends and family is a great way to unwind and de-stress about 
your home selling journey; sometimes simply verbally processing through your 
journey can be a relief and a great way to decompress. Friends and family giving 
encouragement and support through the process is a great source of an energy boost. 
Also, communicate with your friends: they will be able to spread the word and share 
your postings on their social media platforms. 

SHARE THE JOURNEY



If you get lost on your journey, stop and ask for directions. Unlike an outdoor survivalist 
scenario, you’re not alone and have plenty of people and resources to go to for help. 
Talk with your Realtor® and ask for clarification, advice, or tips for whatever phase of 
selling you’re in. Your Realtor® has seen the process unfold probably hundreds of times 
and they know the ins and out of the different stages of the process. So, if you get over-
whelmed, ask for help. That’s what you’re paying them for! 

HOW TO NAVIGATE 
WHEN YOU GET LOST6

Getting overwhelmed with all the stress? There’s an App for that! While you’re 
‘on trail’ to your closing date, you need to keep up a steady pace. Use apps that 
make planning easier and less taxing. Download your favorite planner apps and 
actually implement them into your daily tasks to feel good about the progress 
you’re making! Consider downloading an app for yoga or meditation would be a 
good idea too. Anything that will get you de-stressed and energized to finish out 
your home selling journey is well worth it in the long run!
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ASK FOR  HELP!



UNWILLINGNESS TO COMPROMISE
Repeat: CAUTION. Tread carefully. Some buyers can simply be a “bad fit”. Your Realtor® 
will most likely recognize these people and steer you in a different direction, but just 
in case they miss the signs we’ll share them with you so you can detect if the person 
you’re dealing with is a “bad fit”. We don’t want one experience to poison your house 
selling journey.

YOU’RE GETTING NOWHERE
You will most likely encounter the I-love-it-I-just-don’t-know-about-this personality. If even 
after your Realtor® has calmed and reassured them of any apprehensions and come up 
with viable solutions, and they still keep coming up with problems, you may need to let 
your catch back into the pond. If they are too scared and squeamish with every detail, 
they may simply not be ready for this level of investment and commitment.

If people are constantly trying to talk you down on your hard, bottom line price point, 
kindly ask your Realtor® to let them know that you will not be able to accommodate 
their budget. While you want to be flexible on some fronts, knowing the value of your 
home and the price that your place is worth is not one. If you feel like you are not getting 
anywhere with buyers who are constantly trying to lowball you, don’t get discouraged 
and cave. You’re going to find a buyer that understands the value of your home, so stick 
it out and consult your Realtor® on the best course forward.

HOW TO AVOID
A “BAD FIT”7
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After you close, you want to maintain the pristine condition of your place as you move 
your furniture out (if decided to keep your thing there or staged). Be careful to keep up 
the appearances of the property to avoid any issues from the future residents.

When you have signed your papers with all the terms and conditions of your sale, it’s 
important that your backups have backups. Make sure you make copies of your all your 
papers. The last thing you want is for the buyers to go back on your conditions and you 
no longer have the documentation to prove the conditions you agreed to. Your Realtor® 
will definitely have copies made and on file for you, but make an additional one just to 
be safe! A great thing to do after closing is to immediately get your copies and file them 
at home and place the originals in a safety deposit box. 

It’s time to tear down all of your staging and get all of your stuff out! Avoid the struggle 
that goes into moving your own furniture. Chances are, you’re going to make more of a 
mess and damages than it’s worth. Hire a moving company that will handle moving all of 
your belongings and maintain all the great shape you worked so hard to get your house in.

You have survived! You have made it out of the woods of the home selling journey. 
Now that you have finally closed on your house, what’s next? Here’s a quick run through 
of the some things to cover yourself legally and to make your transition moving out a 
heck of alot easier. 

WHEN YOU’RE OUT
OF THE WOODS8

KEEP UP THE GOOD LOOKS

GET TO MOVING

PROTECT YOURSELF AND MAKE COPIES
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CONCLUSION

YOU DID IT!

Welcome back to the land of the living. You are now a survivor of the process 
of home selling. Going through the process can definitely feel like you’re on an 

episode of Survival, but if you follow this survival guide you will come out of your 
home selling journey a seasoned home seller. 
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